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Corinth, TX - Today New Image Software, Inc. announced a new partnership with the
HomeSpection Training Institute. "We have enjoyed a close relationship with Joe Jefferys and
the HomeSpection Training Institute for many years" said Richard Jordan, President of New
Image Software, Inc. "Today we are pleased to announce a new program. Effective
immediately, all students of HSTI will receive a 15% discount on our flagship GHI module. As a
special bonus, if GHI is purchased with any of our other modules we will raise that discount to
20% for each module. All a student needs to do to receive this discount is mention he or she is a
student of HSTI".
Features
The latest version of Inspector FX 12 delivers the same easy to use features as previous versions,
however there have been significant improvements. "Realtors® love our easy to read format and
the ability to add or remove pages from the report are a great bonus for students who plan to
inspect condos or commercial buildings", Jordan stated. For those students who plan to grow
their business beyond the single inspector stage the company has added a network version which
allows office managers to instantly dispatch inspection assignments to inspectors in the field.
"Several of our clients even have an assistant in the office who proof read inspection reports as
they are created. Talk about efficiency!" Jordan noted.
Optional iOS Compatibility
Inspector FX 12 is now compatible with Apple iPad and iPhones using the optional iOS Mobile
feature. Imagine how professional you will look when you ask a client to sign their Pre
Inspection Agreement or invoice on an iPad or iPhone and Apple's new voice to text feature
make entering descriptive comments a breeze. You can also take photos with the built in camera
and insert them directly into the inspection report.
Free Trial
A fully unlocked 10 day trial of Inspector FX is available for immediate download at
www.inspectorfx.com. All IFX modules are available via outright purchase or subscription. IFX
12 runs on Window, Mac or iOS operating systems.
For Additional information contact sales at (940) 312-6798, Option 2 or
nisales@newimagesoftware.net. New Image Software, Inc. is located at 4251 FM 2181, Ste 230,
Corinth, TX 76210.

